Abstract

During past few decades, researchers worked on data preprocessing techniques for the datasets. Data preprocessing techniques are needed, where the data are prepared for mining. The performance of data mining algorithms in most cases depends on dataset quality, since low-quality training data may lead to the construction of overfitting or fragile classifiers. Also, scientists worked on data mining areas in both algorithms section and conceptions practice section. But for better results they always used the combined or embedded or hybrid approaches. Scientists used different classifiers in different ways and also got their smoother results by arranging some modification in the algorithms. In this paper we shall describe all possible areas of attribute selection and reduction techniques. Feature selection algorithms broadly fall into three categories: filter models, wrapper models and hybrid models. Practically, scientists do the tasks in two stages for obtaining accuracy and that is, they firstly select the features and then reduce the dimensionality of feature vectors with classifiers through learning. Some promising approaches are indicated here and particular concentration is dedicated to describe different methods from raw level to experts, so that in future one can get significant instruction for further analysis.
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